Medical and surgical care in the Revolutionary and Civil Wars-1775-1865

“History is about someone else’s present”
David McCullough, American Historian

John McCraw
with Scott Orr

The Osher team will post this PowerPoint talk on their website.

We will pause for questions and comments about every ten minutes.

email: johnmccraw@yahoo.com

Longevity in 1770 Colonial America

Longevity for men was 39 years, 5 years less for women.
Only half of the children survived five years.

Childbirth was perilous:
Childbed fever– very high morbidity, from dirty hands.
Bleeding– doctors didn’t know how to control bleeding with sutures.
Midwives had no training- in a a breech delivery, both mother and baby die.
Birth injuries of the mother’s bladder or bowel were common, unfixable and usually fatal.

Most medical care was in the home. Doctors were scarce and travel difficult.
By custom, doctors didn’t treat:
fractures,
burns,
lacerations,
wounds, or
anything on the face or hands.

Only three medicines:

Click to add text The two popular books for medical care at home:

elixirs of alcohol alcohol in sugar syrup
laudanum

pain, cough, TB

quinine-

muscle cramps, malaria

Plus: Indian “toad ash” in milk
boil toads, cook to ashes, place in ceremonial Indian pot.

“Every man his own doctor”
“Domestic Medicine”

(both on Play Books)

In 1775, infections were the top ten causes of death in America.
Filth was everywhere, clothes, blankets, food, hands. Bacteria were unknown.
Drinking water was never boiled. Hand washing only for mud, blood or grease.

Farm animals and privies polluted streams.
Streams provided water for drinking, bathing, washing clothes and dishes.

slop jar every bedroom emptied onto yard

outdoor privy emptied into a ditch

In1775, surgery was primitive

Operations were performed on patient’s dinner table or bed.
No hand washing, antiseptics or sterilization.
Ice and salt “anesthesia” to numb the skin.
Clean wounds treated with boiling oil, not closed with sutures.
Open leg fractures amputated.
Probing for musket balls nearly 100% fatal.

Medical care by doctors was worse- followed Galen’s 1st Century Theories

All disease is caused by foul air or putrid waste.
Every toxic illness is the same disease
Toxins affect the entire body.
Fevers didn’t have names. Fever was fever.
The liver makes new blood for every heart beat.

“Depletion Therapy” was used in America from 1620 until 1870
“Remove upper body toxins” by purging

(induced vomiting)

“Remove lower body toxins” by evacuation (induced diarrhea)

Blood-letting box- remove one pint of blood daily, or about 100 cuts.

Advantage of the box- 100 cuts in 5 minutes.

the doctor’s pocket knife

Benjamin Rush became nationally famous for his
daily newspaper articles about yellow fever
Instructions to patients:
Avoid contact with people, outdoor activities, exercise, hot sun and cold night air.
Cover mouth and nose at all times with camphor and vinegar soaked cloth.
Do not take your daily liquor allotment (8 oz. men, 4 oz. women, 2 oz. sick children).

Public Health measures: (no longer advocated by the CDC)
Remove the sewage covering the streets and wharves.

(cheers people up)

Explode gunpowder in the streets to increase the oxygen in the air.

(makes everyone fell better)

Avoid ringing bells to announce deaths.

(makes people sad)

Remove bodies for burials only at night.

(“out of sight”)

Body snatching is definitely not safe, during an epidemic.

(no lanterns allowed in cemetery)

Why did “Depletion Therapy” last nearly 2,000 years?

Completely unscientific, imagined theories, mystical.
Couldn’t prove or disprove.
But it didn’t threaten the Church. (anatomy and pathology)

The bad news:
The patient had no choice of treatment.
Dehydration and blood loss killed 80% of the patients.
No need for training, lay practitioners and traveling “doctors” could do. Buy calomel, castor oil and a knife.

The good news:
Half of the adults refused the treatment. Children would tolerate only one treatment. Never again.
In the mid-1800’s, the scientific frontier medical schools ended this nonsense.

In 1775, American medicine was 100 years behind Europe
Only 50 American doctors (2%) had medical degrees,
all from Edinburgh or London.

America had two hospitals and one medical school:

America’s four largest cities:
New York

33,000,

Philadelphia 28,500,
Boston-

18,300,

Charleston-

16,300.

Bellevue (1739) and Pennsylvania Hospital, (1751)
University of Pennsylvania Medical School (1775).

European doctors rarely emigrated from Europe, where
medicine was years ahead and the cities were extremely
prosperous.

Europe’s four largest cities:
London

950,000,

Paris

550,000

Naples

430,000

Amsterdam 217,000

Comments and questions

Up next:
Scientific medical training:
Edinburgh and London
Ben Franklin and America’s first medical schools--1775 to 1779

American medical training 18th Century was both good and bad

Apprenticeships two years with practicing doctors, generally good. European medical books.
Self-declared “doctors” on the frontier. Read older medical books.
“Traveling doctors: Unknown education. If had bad results, they kept on moving to the West.
After 1776, American medical students were no longer trained in the United Kingdom

Scientific medicine originated in Europe
Herman Boerhaave
University of Leiden
Practiced 1693 to 1738

(early 18th Century)

The first patient-centered scientific medicine
Listen to the patient’s symptoms. They know their body.
Observation and examination.
Use deductive reasoning to make a diagnosis .

Chairs of:

medicine
surgery
chemistry
anatomy
philosophy

Boarhaave- early1700’s
First described the body is a “self-regulating machine”

Injured parts can heal
“healing” preserves the whole body

Built-in alert systems
sore, tired, sleepy, hungry, thirsty

Sensations for early warnings
touch, sight, hearing, smell, taste,
pressure, balance, position, pain

Duplicated essential organs
brain, eyes, ears, lungs, kidneys

Varied “levers and pulleys” for precise movements
eat, write, pull, walk, run, see

Sophisticated chemistry
proteins, cells, fluids, urea

Tubes connecting to the outside
every tube has a special purpose,
must have “freedom of flow”

William Cullen Professor University Edinburgh
physician, surgeon, apothecary and chemist

Demonstrated specific diseases in patients
Organized “conferences” to discuss diseases and patients
Established the accepted medical curriculum for universities:
Clinical- surgery, physic, midwifery, apothecary,
Basic Science- anatomy, pathology, chemistry
Collected the known literature for every medical and surgical specialty

b. 1710 d. 1790,

John Hunter, London, mid-18th Century
Father of Scientific Surgery
“Don’t presume, test it”

The patient:

b.1728 d.1793

only experiments can prove differences
every treatment is an experiment
routine autopsies identify the diseased organ and confirm the diagnosis

Hunter’s wound experiments in animals and humans:
healing protects the entire body
contamination is harmful to healing
routine debridement is essential
wounds cauterized with boiling oil or hot metal will never heal
“A TREATISE on the BLOOD, INFLAMMATION,
and GUN-SHOT WOUNDS” by John Hunter
Life of John Hunter available on Google Play Books

Hunter’s mid-18th Century human wartime experiments
were not generally accepted in the U. S. until after the Civil War.
He was 100 years ahead of his time.

b.1728 d.1793

Hunter’s battle experiments:
probing for bullets 70% mortality vs. debridement 30% mortality, but need follow-up care to decrease the number of deaths.
dirty wounds can be converted into clean wounds
clean wounds can be closed immediately
tying off a vessel with sutures stops bleeding permanently.
hot metal stops bleeding temporarily.

Ben Franklin “invented” American Medicine
“First American” (colonial unity), Founding Father, Patriot
“Most accomplished of his age” (polymath)
First Ambassador to France
Treaty of Paris (France, Spain, Dutch Republic)

Work

Hobbies

Civic improvement

chemist

experimentalist

William Penn’s constant advisor

printer

scientist

Philadelphia library, fire, post office

publisher

friend of European intellectuals

Pennsylvania Hospital

writer

founded American Philosophical Society

University of Pennsylvania

humorist

Ben Franklin inventor and writer

Wrote about:
Known for:
Franklin stove, bifocals, lightening rod and

his experiments,
lead is toxic,

the relationship of lightening and electricity,

alcohol addictive,

Less known for:

exercise for good health,

obesity kills,

electric generator and capacitor

saving money is important for the “bad times”,

silver urinary catheter

and beer is proof.

swimming fins
and the glass armonica

fire inside the “Franklin stove”
smoke goes out the built -in
chimney.
efficient heat
prevented pulmonary disease

heated the air around the fire
vented smoke to chimney

electric generator, capacitor

Franklin’s inventions
no formal education,
refused all patents

Glass bowls- “mathematically correct notes”

Bifocals for reading

Glass Armonica “for the joy of sound”
“The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin”
on Play Books

Founding physicians Univ. Penn. Medical School
All trained in Edinburgh William Cullen and London John Hunter.
All Patriots in the Revolutionary War.
All recruited by Ben Franklin.

John Morgan

William Shippen, Jr.

Philip Syng Physick

Benjamin Rush

William Shippen, Jr.
Founder Penn. Med. School (1775)
First Professor of Surgery

Created the specialties of:
surgery
midwifery
anatomy
anatomical pathology

Philip Syng Physick
“Father of Modern American Surgery”
First two volume “Systematic Surgical Treatise”
Created specialties of:
abdominal surgery
reconstructive surgery
urology
orthopedics

“A Memoir of the Life and Character of Philip Syng Physick”
By John Randolph, 1839 Play Books

Dr. Physick’s original instruments

Designed by Dr. Physick, made by an American metallurgist
Personal instruments verify the operations done by the surgeon.

First urethral endoscopes for strictures and bladder stones
First delicate scissors, needle holders, forceps with teeth
Special instruments for each procedure
First absorbable sutures from buckskin (catgut)
First permanent sutures- silver wire for abdominal closures

Dr. Physick’s original operations (1805-1837)
“Father of Modern Surgery in America”

First abdominal surgery
hemorrhoidectomy
bowel obstruction
colostomy
life-threatening hernias
stomach pump for poisonings

First endoscopic urologic surgery
removal of bladder stones
urethral strictures

First orthopedic surgery
counter-traction for femur fractures
splints for fractures
first blood transfusion (gave his blood to his sister)
cataract removal with pointed knife

First plastic surgery
cleft lip and palate
cancers the breast and body
hand and face surgery
repair of arteries and veins

tonsillectomy with guillotine snare

Kings College Medical Department, 1776
Dr. Samuel Bard founded Kings College Medical Department and New York Hospital

King George II granted a Charter 1754 for King’s College,
which was funded by the King and wealthy NYC loyalists.
Called “a bastion of Tory sentiment.” Looted and closed 1776.
Medical school renamed Columbia Physicians and Surgeons, 1784. (State of NY)

Bellevue(1739) Staffed by Columbia’s doctors and nurses 1776-1983
America’s most important hospital in the 18th and 19th Centuries

lawyer, physician, surgeon
trained in Europe
trained with Professors
Cullen and Hunter

Harvard College and Medical School, 1779
”America’s first surgical family”
Reverend John Harvard,
Donated half his estate and personal library.
1636

Dr. Joseph WarrenFounder Harvard Medical School,
Patriot, Major General, killed Bunker Hill, June 1775
Dr. John Warren,
Founder Harvard Medical School in 1779.
Dr. John Collins Warren,
Dean Harvard Medical School, Founder MGH,1811
the most important hospital in New England.

Dr. Jonathan Mason Warren,
First plastic surgeon in New England.
First ether demonstration in a medical center.
Most important Union hospital in Civil War 1860-1865

Questions and comments:

Up next: Revolutionary War Medicine

MUST READ:

“The Army Medical Department 1775-1818”
By Mary Gillett
Google and paperback

The American Revolution was but one battle front
in a World War between England and France

Britain wanted
1. Colonies ruled by the Crown
2. Save their North American lands
and largest commercial market
3. Stop France from returning to British America

France wanted
1. Revenge for the French and Indian War (1757-1763)
2. Threaten British shipping worldwide.

3. Alliance with Colonies 1778-1783

4. Destroy the French navy.

4. Keep Britain out of North America

Had largest navy: 270 ships, 57,000 troops, money

Provided: 90% of money, supplies, arms, munitions

M.D.s trained as war surgeons.

63 ships, 12,000 soldiers, 22,000 naval personnel.
M.D.s trained as war surgeons.

“America is like a large friendly dog in a small room.
Every time it wags its tail it knocks something over.”
A.J. Toynbee, British Historian

Patriots wanted freedom from Britain, Loyalists didn’t.
230,000 militia called

Populations:
America- 2,500,000
(up from 300,000 in 1700)

44,000 served at one time
27 ships, limited cannon, lead and powder
Congress had no money
No trained war surgeons in the field.

England- 13,000,000
France-

25,000,000,

The compatriot soldiers
Soldiers required to bring their own rifle, lead, powder,
flints, knife, water pouch, blankets, coat, money.
Issued one uniform, washed in creek when bloody or muddy.
No change of clothes. Shoes worn out from marching.
No personal hygiene except in a nearby stream.
The Camps
No sanitation. No wagons for injured soldiers.

Lexington-Concord-Boston was just a patriotic tussle
compared to the war.

First time that rural soldiers been exposed to infectious diseases.
The Little Ice Age cold—(16th to 19th C.) Record cold.
Cramped quarters.
Endemic mites, fleas, bed bugs, insects and lice.
Spoiled meat, milk and vegetables.
Soldiers had nightly body attacks from rodents, weasels and raccoons.

See: “The Lives of Compatriot Soldiers
in the Revolutionary War.”
Google and Play Book

Continental Army doctors
2% M.D. degrees in Scotland or England. Never in battlefield.
98% of doctors were apprenticed, self-taught or self-declared doctors.

American doctors had never treated war injuries:
open or infected wound
open fracture leg or arm
bleeding from a large vessel
penetrating injury in any area
burn or smoke injury
skull fracture or concussion
dehydration

Dr. Benjamin Rush’s newspaper criticisms of Revolutionary War medical care

“Medicine was unscientific and primitive.
Doctors never learned from their mistakes. Kept no records.
Seldom saw another doctor. Rare autopsies. No experiments or testing.
Mates and medics: mostly untrained, unpaid, homeless women.
Ran out of supplies from Britain: medicine, dressings, instruments, shoes,
clothes, rifles, pistols, gun powder. All came from Britain.
Congress not paying for supplies, food, soldiers, doctors or mates.
Directors General in constant fights with Field Surgeons over supplies, wagons,
how soldiers get treated.”

Dr. Benjamin Rush

Infections accounted for 90% of American deaths
and 84% of the British deaths In the Revolutionary War

Filth was an accepted part of the camps—mud, blood, rats, lice, mites, flies, mosquitos.
Scabies skin eruptions (mites) the most common incapacitating disease.
Soldiers would wake up with hundreds of new painful and itchy bites.
Many infectious diseases were new to the soldiers, so entire barracks died overnight.

In the end, the British ran out of men, because of infections, injuries and deaths.
America could recruit and supply their troops, the British couldn’t.

Communicable diseases in the Revolutionary War
10 times as many men killed by infection as battle injuries.

Endemic diseases:
tuberculosis
syphilis and gonorrhea
malaria-

(North)

yellow fever-

(South)

Common infections:
dysentery-

colon bacteria, filth

epidemic typhus-

fleas on rats

typhoid-

contaminated water

scarlet fever, pneumonia, diphtheria airborne
scabies-

burrowing mites in skin

Scabies mites

Standard issue “Field” Instruments
amputation took 5-7 minutes
mate stops bleeding with tourniquet
100 or more amputations each battle day
autopsies done after the army moved on.

Standard issue instruments for Field Surgeons

amputation knife

typical surgical knives

bone saw

amputation knife
skin knife
pocket knife
bone saw
tourniquet
bullet probes

Field Surgeons:
Didn’t understand:
the purpose of wound debridement
how to set a fracture or suture a laceration
the need for follow-up care
Field surgeons had no time for anything except amputations.
Mates probed the wound for a bullet or shrapnel-- almost 100% lethal.
Soldiers sent home to die:
open fractures, wounds and burns
hand and face injuries,
penetrating injuries chest and abdomen
concussions and skull fractures

After the battle

In mass charges, injured men were left on the battlefield, until the battle ended.
Most of them died from blood loss, penetrating injuries or being down on the ground.
Very few records of when and where soldiers and sailors were buried.
Letters to mothers sent by soldier friends.
In naval battles, sailors who had lost the use of one extremity were thrown overboard.
They were “expendable,” along with the damaged boards, mangled cannon and ripped sails.
This allowed the outgunned, but faster American ships to escape the British Fleet.

African-Americans in the Revolutionary War

Continental Army- 5,000-8,000
Crispus Attucks-first death Boston Massacre
infantry, gunner-sailors, pilots, skilled workers, spies

British Army- 20,000
spies, foragers, cooks
infantry only in Ga., S.C., N.C.

Deaths unknown

Deaths unknown

After the war:

After the war:

5,000 to plantations in West Indies (American Loyalists)
Freed in North, enslaved in South
1783- Congress- Free Blacks could vote all 13 states

5,000 to Freetown, Sierra Leone
3,250 to Nova Scotia then Sierra Leone
500 to London
5,000 to plantations West Indies (British Loyalists)

The final devastation of Lord Cornwallis’ Army
in Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina
“the Southern Strategy”
British failures:
winning the “hearts, minds” and control of territory
convincing loyalist farmers to provide food, supplies, shelter
recruiting new loyalist soldiers to replace deaths or medical losses
providing medical care and military supplies for his troops

The frustrated British Army
slaughtered surrendered Continental soldiers with swords
tortured or killed prisoners who refused to disclose information
burned barns and churches

“Brunswick Town, N.C.,
Beaufort, S.C.,

The British Army was Crippled by the Southern Strategy
The mountain Scots- 250,000, 1745, sharp shooters,

fought like Indians, spies, knew British Army,
geography, supplies and food

Battles won by the “mountain people”
Cowpens:
1,150 troops
339 killed or wounded
629 captured

Total British losses:
Killed or wounded:
Captured or missing

1,342
2,343
3,685

Original Strength:
Less losses
Final Strength:

King’s Mountain:
1,105 troops
290 killed, 163 wounded
668 captured

6,755

-3,685

3,070 (45%)

Cornwallis called the North Carolina battles:
“Tactical defeats for the Continentals.”
In the British Parliament, Charles James Fox countered:
“Another such victory would ruin the entire British Army.”

Guilford Courthouse:
4500 troops
550 killed or wounded
1046 captured

10 minute break to follow.

Slide will stay up during the break

Questions and comments:

Up next: 10 minute Break

The surgeons who developed modern American surgery

Three inventive surgeons:
Ephraim McDowell-first abdominal tumor
John Peter Mettauer-closure of birth injuries, cleft lip
Thomas Mütter- tumors, burns, children, hernias

The first abdominal operation (laparotomy) in 1807

Ephraim McDowell b. Rockbridge, Va.1771,
3-year apprenticeship Staunton, Va.
3-years University of Edinburgh, John Hunter and Europe

Why practice on the frontier in Danville, Kentucky?
Only European-trained surgeon in Eastern Kentucky.
Frontier land grants.

McDowell was called to Greene Co, Kentucky,
to see a patient dying of suffocation from distended abdomen.

Ephraim McDowell

“Having never seen, or heard of, so large a substance being removed from a human,
I informed the unhappy woman of the dangerous situation.”
In fact, no patient had ever survived a laparotomy in America or Europe.
Every patient had died from overwhelming peritonitis. Mr. Crawford was his assistant.

Mr. Crawford, the husband, warned
Dr. McDowell that the well-armed posse
of men in the yard was waiting
to lynch him in the event she died.

McDowell removed a 22.5 lb. ovarian cancer,
using a midline incision, no anesthesia in 25 minutes.
There was no antisepsis, (concept not known)
McDowell was known to be a “scrupulously clean and neat surgeon.”

Mrs. Crawford survived. McDowell returned to see her in 5 days,
a 3-day ride, 97 miles of wilderness trail. No roads.
The wilderness was dangerous: bandits, bears, wolf and coyote packs.
It was called a “two-rifle, two-pistol, two-horse, two hat trip”

Mrs. Campbell was making her bed, sweeping, cooking breakfast for the family.

McDowell returned again to see her, 25 days postop. It was another harrowing trip.
She lived for 32 more years. The European surgeons called it “barbaric” and “uncivilized.”

John Peter Mettauer

Hampden-Sydney College, B.S., Univ. Penn Med. School, M.D.
Learned surgery from Philip Syng Physick .
First American-trained reconstructive surgeon.

Father, Francis Joseph Mettauer, was a French surgeon with General Rochambeau.
John Peter and his brother were surgeons in the War of 1812-1814, Hospital Point, Portsmouth, Va.

Why practice in Farmville?
Population center of the Colonies.
Best transportation in colonies by National Road (US 15), James River and Chesapeake Bay.
No hospital in central Virginia.
Close to Norfolk, the largest port in the Colonies.

Benjamin Rush: His advice for young Dr. Mettauer, Penn. Class of1811

Do operations no one else can do- bladder, colon, urethra, cancer, cleft lip

Establish the first surgical hospital in Virginia.
Don’t charge the poor or turn them down for care.
Wealthy husbands need to bring wads of $100 bills.
Stare at the money. Raise your hand when it is enough.
Must have the best two-horse carriage with red leather, brass buttons, shock absorbers.
Full-time driver and barn manager.
Need to be recognizable in your carriage and top hat from two miles away.

Benjamin Rush’s advice:
Look distinguished in funeral black and a 14 inch top hat, never take it off, except to sleep.
Never take it off in court. “Your honor, I have to have a hat. If I take it off, I will have to leave.”

Travel to see your patients every August.

Publish papers in every surgical journal, every year.
Keep daily memoirs, while riding in your carriage.
(3,000 pages)

The Prince Edward Medical Institute
in Farmville, Va., 30 mile west of Richmond

America's first surgical hospital (1837)
Brother and their two sons were surgeons.
Metallurgist attached to a hospital to make silver instruments, endoscopes, and fine wire sutures.
Trained their nurses. Made their own dressings and ice.
Patients had a bath every day. Fresh sheets, gowns and towels every day.
Mettauer had 45 to 60 patients in the hospital.
Every house in Farmville rehabilitated Institute patients.

Mettauer’s surgical rules

Hospital Room:
nothing dirty touches the wound or the patient ever
everyone in hospital washes hands before and after touching a patient

Operating Room:
everyone in OR washed hands in iodine
scrubbed hands and operative site with iodine (20 years before antiseptics)

Procedures done with ice and salt analgesia:

Institute had an ice pond, ice house with ice covered by hay.

Outside light: cool spring and ice, “the parts soon become morbid.”
head and neck cancers
skin cancers
cleft lip and palate

By lantern in OR:
cataracts
flaps and burns
inguinal hernias
arm and leg fractures

Genitourinary procedures by scope and feel in OR:
endoscopic kidney and bladder stones
endoscopic urethral strictures
fistulas between bladder (or rectum) and vaginal
(may be the most important operation of the 19th Century)

Yearly postop visits in August

Carriage for short trips-- National Road (US 15) Durham, N.C. and Harrisburg, Pa.
Sail to Charleston carriage to Georgia
Sail to Boston carriage to Maine and New Hampshire
Why follow-up patients at home?
Patients saw no need to come back to Farmville just for an examination.
Examine patient, determine the result of surgery.
Records for publications.
Get to be a visiting dignitary.
Husband’s support for the Institute.

John Peter Mettauer

Made Prince Edward County prosperous
The Prince Edward Medical Institute became the Medical College of Virginia
Lived to be 88 years old.
In his last week of life he performed:
cataract extraction
bladder stone removal
urethral stricture
and a mastectomy.

Suggested reading: George Ben Johnson’s “A Sketch of Dr. John Peter Mettauer of Virginia”
Google playbook (free)

Thomas Mütter The youngest Chief of Surgery Jefferson Hospital, age 31, (1841)

Mütter was known for his special considerations for the patient:
Spent several days preparing the patient for icy cold,
painful knife cuts, extreme anxiety and fear.
Established a15 bed surgery hospital
so patients could be treated overnight.

Mütter spoke in a soft voice during the operation,
told the patient what he had just done,
what he planned to do next.
let them decide to continue, or not.

Patients taken home in a hospital buggy
previously, walked home from the OR.

Suggested reading: Dr. Mütter’s Marvels by Cristin Aptowitz

Mütter created the modern specialty of plastic surgery

Adults

Children

introduced ether in Philadelphia

first ether anesthesia in children.

skin cancer, breast, and body cancers

vascular tumors

adult cleft lip and palate

cleft lip and palate, club feet

hand and face surgery

congenital hand and face surgery

burns and burn contractures

burns and burn contractures

Inguinal and abdomen hernias

inguinal and umbilical hernias

strabismus, glaucoma and tonsillectomy

Face tumors

Total nose reconstruction

Neglected skin cancer

Advanced bone tumor

Petticoat “funnel” burn—imagine being trapped in a burning dress

New mother, home alone, holding her baby,
5th floor of a tenement house,
Cooking on a wood stove,
sparks catch her petticoat on fire.
Her entire dress explodes in flames,
dress funnels the flames to the neck.
Neighbors on the 5th floor are afraid to touch.
She holds the baby away from the flames,
runs down the stairs, screaming. People on street scatter.
A brave man puts out the fire with a bucket of water
from the horse trough.

